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Lesson in Using Metaphor and Concrete Language

I

The poem on the attached sheet can be used as a stimulus.

7
for a writing exercise in whiah.everyone in the class winds up

Using concrete 1Tguage and metaphor and, incidentally writes,

a poem. The goal is toiimitate the "shape" of Hugh'ses poem;

that a.$)for each person to end up with his own' of of about

twenty lines of irregular length, loased on an ektended metaphor.

The preparation for.the actual writing is important for

inexperienced readers of poetry who need to learn to foCus on

the actual words. jOtten I tr,people to read the poem aloud

in diffe ent ways whk'ch might include whispering, it, reading

it gruffly, .reading i in falsetto, reading it' to just one

other perSon in the cla

After we've spent f fteen minutes or so reading the poem

I ask each student to write down one concrete word ,Or phrase

which is.hiv Own metaphoric equivalent for "lifet7, If it

hasn't already been articulated, .I Usually say At this point

that Hughes 'compares life to ecrystal stairt that Others.

.

have compared'it to a bowl of, cherries." "Come up,with- your

own comparative'term

I go *around the r om and write each,'94fe word" On the

board. ,Often some stu entS will choose words "great;"

"terrible," or "beautif 1" but I accept Only concrete, words

(including" "'concrete" i self) .

which,CanfUrniSh the basis.' for

U.S.

rk

or what life is,gr'isn'



an ex*tend d metaphor. Typical choices finally, might include;

road,/ airplane, atom, wavy ocean, ands several idiosyncratic

choices ike "cockroach," "to4et-bowl," or "frog: (we all

/croak the ed). f

We talk aboUt the words or phrases the students have chosen

I ask each person to choose one of the words on the board

is baSisand write-a *poem just like Hugheses. I ask:them

start the poem with the line "Well,' son, I'll tell you;

rd And it with "And life for me ain't been (or 'has been')..#4

k them to use language. Woughout which fits the basic image.

While they write I walk around"the room and, look at what

they're doing.

stick to the "shape" of Hugheses poem and not to write 'rhymed

usually this means reminding several people to

couplets,

After everyghe has finished (and, withoUt exception, 41X

of the o.-n.7adMios. ons:students-in_my classes have always

finished n accept ble poem), we read them to each:other.
: 0,

This xeraisb has always worked,nd matter the leve1.04

ability of he student. The highly Skilled-find it challen/gngt,

the relative y unskilled find it not only, challenging bUt also
1,1

possible.

Follow up'

Wei:talk about ow it feels.to 'be a plipt.

We talk' about ,hether or not it wasla,good idea

poeM by shapingour own AhOUgh into sentences

of certain.

to imitate the
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I might ask/then to find images from other poems they like and

bring them, in.

I might ask them t8 imitate another poemby writing a poem of

their own shaped

LoOking at a Blackbird" is a good c nice becaus4 its shape is

less restrictive than Hughses.

On e all of this led to a discussion of various poetic forms.

Often I find this exercise a useful reference point when

discussing the student's other writing with him. I sometimes

ask people to run a single 4mage through paiers they are revising

as they did when they wrote "the poem."

like it. Wallace Stevens "Thirteen Ways of

After wediscuss the difference betty en poetry ind prose, might

ask each personto give me one gene al word like "beauty" or.

"truth" and ask everyone.to choose,one and write a concrete

paragraph about that general word.
I

The reaction of the classes I've tried this with has been

oVerwhelmingly positive. And everyone has always written a(poem

-6f which he could be proud. Always. ?veryone.



Mother to Son
by .

Langston Hughes

Well, son, I'll tell your

Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

It's had tacks in it,

And splinters,

And boards torn up,

And places with no carpet on the floor --

Bare.

But all the time

I'se been a-climbin' on,

And reachin' landin's,

And turnin' corners,

And sometimes goin' in the dark

Where there ain't beenino light.

So, boy, don't you turn imck.

Don't you set down on the steps

'Cause you finds it kinder hard.

Don't you fall now, --

For 1'Se still goin', honey,

I'se still climbin',

And life for me ain't been no crystal tair.

r-

C yright.1926 by Alfred A. Knopf, n
d renewed 1.954 by LarigstonHughoe.-

eprinted from. Selected Poems by
Langston Hughes.
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I might ask them to find bmages from other poems they like and

bring them rin.

I might as* there to imitate another poem-by writing a poem of

their own shaped like it. Wallace Stevens
)

"Thirteen Ways of

Looking at a,Blackbird" is a good choice becaus4 its shape is

less restrictive than Hughses.

Once all of this led to a discussion of various poetic forms.

Often I find this .exercise 'a useful refer ce point when

discussing the student's other writing wit m. I sometimes

ask people to run a singleimage through papers they are revising

as they did when they wrote the poem."

After we discuss the difference between poetry And prose, I might

ask each person to give me one general word like "beauty",or

"truth" and ask everyone to choose one and write a concrete

paragraph abtA thatgeneral word.

The reaction of the classes I've tried this with has been

overwhelmingly positive. And everyone has always written a poem

of wkich he could be' proud. Always, Everyone.

4

41,T



AS

Mother to Son
by

,Langston -Hughes

A

Well, son, I'll tell you:

Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

It's had tacks in it,

And splinters,

And boards torn up,.

And places with no carpet on the floor--

Bare.

But all the time

Ilse been a-climbin' on,

And reachin' landin's,

And turnin' corners,

And sometimes goin' in, the dark

Where there ain't been no light.

So, )boy, don't yin' turn back.

Don't you set down on the steps

'Cause you finds it kinder hard.

Don't you tall now --

For I'd still goin', hdney,

I'se still climbin',
$

And, life for me 5:52n't been no'crysial = tair.

C.yright 1926 by Alfred A. Knopf,Inc.
d renewed 1954 by Lapgston Hughes.-

eprinted from Selected Poems by
Langston Hughes.


